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Abstract

A summary quality measure is judged by how
well it correlates with quality scores produced
by human annotators. A higher correlation
with human scores is considered to be a deci-
sive indicator of a better measure. In this work
we present observations that cast doubt on this
view. We also show a possibility of an alter-
native indicator for selecting the best measure
from a family of measures, a criterion that does
not rely on human scores.

1 Introduction

The goal of summarization is to convey important
and only important information of the text in a
fluent, comprehensible and concise summary, pre-
serving the factual consistency with the text.

There are several families of automated mea-
sures of summary quality. For example, Gabriel
et al. (2020) classified the automated measures
into four types: question-answering, text recon-
struction, semantic similarity and lexical overlap.
Each of these types has families of measures,
for example SUM-QE (Xenouleas et al., 2019),
APES (Eyal et al., 2019), Summa-QA (Scialom
et al., 2019), QAEval (Deutsch et al., 2020) and
FEQA (Durmus et al., 2020) in question-answering,
BLANC (Vasilyev et al., 2020a) in text reconstruc-
tion, BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020), MoverScore
(Zhao et al., 2019) and SUPERT (Gao et al., 2020)
in semantic similarity, ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and
Jensen-Shannon (Louis and Nenkova, 2009) in lex-
ical overlap.

A high correlation with human evaluation scores
is currently accepted as the crucial criterion for
choosing a good evaluation measure. Arguably,
the factual faithfulness can be annotated objec-
tively, with detailed classification of factual errors
(Kryscinski et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2020; Vasi-
lyev et al., 2020b; Gabriel et al., 2020). However,

other summary qualities are subjective; this forces
researchers to be careful in design and usage of
human annotations (Bhandari et al., 2020; Fabbri
et al., 2020; Iskender et al., 2021). Annotation
scores depend on the types of texts and on the qual-
ification of annotators. For example, there is a big
difference in expert and crowd-sourced scores in
(Fabbri et al., 2020)1.

Annotators are biased in favor of anything that
makes the scoring easier: extractiveness of the sum-
mary, and focus of the summary on the top part of
the document (Ziegler et al., 2020). The annotation
process itself differs from how the summary quality
is assessed by a typical human reader. A human
reader does not have a goal of scoring a summary,
but rather uses the summary to guess the content of
the text.

The contribution of this work:

1. We provide an example of a false ’improve-
ment’ of an automated evaluation measure: a
dubious modification, imitating a human an-
notator behavior, can increase the correlation
with human scores. For a contrast, we also
provide an example of a true improvement
that increases correlation with human scores
for a good reason.

2. We explore an alternative criterion for select-
ing an optimal evaluation measure from a fam-
ily of measures, the criterion not relying on
human scores. We provide evidence that the
criterion is robust across different kinds of
texts and summaries.

For our demonstration we will use BLANC fam-
ily of evaluation measures, because it is easily inter-
pretable as an analogy to a human reader that uses
the summary to guess the content of the text. Two
families defined in (Vasilyev et al., 2020a) differ

1https://github.com/Yale-LILY/SummEval
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by their setup. The BLANC-help family gets in-
formation from the summary by having the model
read the summary when reading and reconstructing
the text. The BLANC-tune family gets information
from the summary by lightly tuning the model on
the summary before reading and reconstructing the
text. Measures in each of the families, BLANC-
help and BLANC-tune, may differ by the parame-
ters defining the setup.

2 Example of False Improvement:
Limited Comparison with Text

After reading a summary, an annotator may chose
not to review carefully the whole text, but to con-
sider in detail only the parts that look most similar
to the summary. We can imitate this by using only
the part of the text that is most related to the given
summary. In modifying BLANC this way, it is
reasonable to expect that correlation with human
scores will increase, but this would make a false
’improvement’ of the measure.

In Appendix we provide two examples - Figures
6 and 7 - illustrating the bias that we seek to ex-
plore in this section. Each example has a summary
that truly attempts to cover all important facts, and
a summary that we intentionally wrote to cover
only a very limited part of text. To create a falsely
’improved’ measure, we seek to explore the bias
of annotator giving more attention to parts of text
most similar to the summary.

To create a biased BLANC, we can calculate
BLANC separately for each sentence of the text,
and select n sentences with the highest score. We
can consider these selected sentences as the ’text’
to deal with, and calculate BLANC on this ’text’.
We create such limited-text BLANC from BLANC-
help2. For our illustration we use average expert
scores of 1600 text-summary pairs in the dataset
SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2020).

Compared to BLANC, the limited text BLANC
has indeed higher Spearman correlation with av-
erage expert, as shown by thin lines in Figure 1.
In this and other figures through this section all
p-values are below 0.05.

For Appendix examples, see results in Tables 1
and 2.

We can imagine a human expert paying more
attention to several (say three or five) most ’promis-
ing’ (most similar to the summary) sentences of
the text. In evaluating relevance, this might be not

2https://github.com/PrimerAI/blanc

Figure 1: Factor by which Spearman correlation of
BLANC with human scores increases when only part
of text is used for BLANC. The text part is selected as
sentences with top BLANC values (thin lines) or as con-
tiguous sentences with highest BLANC (thick lines).

very different from working with full text. But for
other qualities (coherence, consistency, fluency)
the correlation increases.

Naturally, for a human it is easier to review a con-
tiguous piece of text rather than separated pieces,
even if this might diminish legitimacy of evalua-
tion of all qualities, including relevance. And, no
surprise, BLANC for such contiguous part of text
correlates with human scores even better - as shown
by thick lines in Figure 1.

Figure 2 illustrates the same trends when the
resulting BLANC is calculated for each selected
sentence separately, and then averaged over the
sentences.

Figure 2: Factor by which Spearman correlation of
BLANC with human scores increases when only part
of text is used for BLANC. The text part is selected
as sentences with top BLANC values (thin lines) or as
contiguous sentences having highest average BLANC
(thick lines). The resulting BLANC is calculated as av-
erage over BLANC of the sentences.

Figure 3 shows the increase of correlations when
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the text is restricted not by the number of sentences
but by a threshold on BLANC of a sentence.

Figure 3: Factor by which Spearman correlation of
BLANC with human scores increases when only part
of text is used for BLANC. The text part is selected as
sentences with BLANC exceeding threshold.

Selection of a part of the text is used in SU-
PERT multi-document evaluation measure (Gao
et al., 2020) as a tool for creating ’reference’ from
each document and then evaluating a summary on
the created references. In the context of BLANC
here, the selection of a part of the text is done dif-
ferently and has a clear interpretation: instead of
estimating usefulness of the summary in guessing
the whole text, we estimate how much the summary
would help to guess only the most ’relevant’ part
of the text. Here ’relevant’ means the part of the
text for which the summary turned out to be most
helpful. This is equivalent to using only the most
easy (for annotator, after reading the summary) part
of the text. The summary may as well relate only
to a small piece of text of no importance. This
means that the evaluation measure became worse,
even though the correlation with human scores is
stronger.

The human bias exploited by the limited-
text BLANC does not necessarily manifest itself
through a low inter-annotator agreement. The re-
ported in SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2020) inter-
annotator agreement of experts is 0.71, which is
an acceptable value (Artstein and Poesio, 2008).
While achieving a reasonable inter-annotator agree-
ment is an important problem in human annota-
tions, our example shows that another problem may
be in the nature of the human evaluation of sum-
mary qualities, where a summary is presented to
human for scoring (rather than for guessing about
the text content), and the text is presented to facili-

tate the scoring.

3 Example of True Improvement:
Learning More from Summary

In this section we provide an example of a legiti-
mate increase of correlations with human scores, as
opposed to the described in previous section false
’improvement’. We can combine BLANC-help and
BLANC-tune by tuning the model on the summary
(BLANC-tune), and then using the tuned model to
read the summary while doing Cloze task on the
text (BLANC-help).

Such full BLANC version is equivalent to a hu-
man that first learns the summary, and then, while
guessing missed words in the text, is still looking
at the summary again and again. Using both oppor-
tunities to learn from the summary makes sense,
it should legitimately extract more help from the
summary. The worst that may happen is that a
model used by BLANC-help is already so perfect
in reading the summary that its additional tuning
on the summary will not improve the measure (but
will not hurt either).

As expected, the full BLANC has substantially
higher correlations with annotations of experts on
the 1600 text-summary pairs of (Fabbri et al., 2020).
Compared to BLANC-help, the Spearman corre-
lation of full BLANC with human scores can in-
crease by 13%-18% for coherence, 2%-3% for
consistency,13%-15% for fluency, and 7%-8% for
relevance, - all this depending on the number of
epochs (10-20) and learning rate (1.0e-4 to 2.0e-4)
of the BLANC-tune used.

4 Max-Help Criterion and its robustness

As we have seen in section 2, the correlation with
human scores is not always a reliable method to
select the best evaluation measure. The fact that we
were able to recognize the falsity of ’improvement’
in section 2 and the legitimacy of improvement in
section 3 suggests that we may find a no-human
criterion, at least for some setups.

In previous sections we used BLANC-help as
an initial version for our modifications. As stated
in Vasilyev et al. (2020b), based on the dataset
introduced in there3, BLANC-help with interval
gap = 2 between masking locations in the text pro-
vided the highest correlations with human scores.
It was noted that BLANC’s average score across

3https://github.com/PrimerAI/blanc
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the dataset was also the highest at this setup, im-
plying that BLANC extracted maximal help from
the summaries. Such coincidence is not a rule:
the ”max-help” measure, selected for having max-
imal average score, is not always the same as the
”max-human” measure, selected for having maxi-
mal correlation with human scores.

The max-help criterion - selection of a measure
that has highest average score - makes sense under
two conditions:

1. The measure is being selected from a fam-
ily of measures that have the same definition
of the output score - as assessment of a use-
fulness of a summary. The score may be de-
rived, for example, from how many text tokens
were successfully reconstructed with help of
the summary (BLANC), or from how many
questions about the text were successfully an-
swered with help of the summary (QA-based
measures). The condition is that the definition
is fixed for the family.

2. The average score is being measured with a
large enough dataset representing the domain
on which we are interested to use the measure.

The meaning of the criterion is simple: the bet-
ter is the measure in extracting useful information
from summaries, the better it should be in judg-
ing summaries by their usefulness. The criterion
does not require human scoring. All we need is a
measurement of an average score.

The max-help criterion can be credible if it does
not depend too strongly on the types of texts and
summaries. In order to verify this assumption, we
considered four types of summaries (and the cor-
responding texts): (1) CNN summaries from the
CNN / Daily Mail dataset (Hermann et al., 2015);
(2) Daily Mail summaries from the CNN / Daily
Mail dataset; (3) First two sentences from random
daily news; (4) Random two sentences from ran-
dom daily news.

The random daily news were selected as three
random news documents per day over one year,
with the summaries of the document being two first
and two random sentences. We used 1000 samples
for each of the four types of summaries.

We intentionally selected summaries of so dif-
ferent styles and quality: if the criterion selects the
same best measure for so different types of sum-
maries, then it is indeed a very robust criterion.

For BLANC-help family, we found that for all
four datasets the optimal setup (accordingly to the

max-help criterion) happens to be the same: gap =
2; minimal length of whole-word token allowed to
be masked is 6 characters Lnormal = 6; the word-
split tokens are always masked (Llead = 1 for first
token, and Lfollow = 1 for follow-up tokens).

This setup is almost the same as the parame-
ters found in (Vasilyev et al., 2020b) to maximise
correlation with human scores, except Lnormal and
Lfollow which have low influence. The question we
asked: does the ’optimal’ max-help evaluation mea-
sure remain optimal (or near-optimal) for different
kinds of texts and summaries? Figure 4 provides
convincing evidence for a positive answer.

Figure 4 shows the average BLANC-help value
obtained with sub-optimal (different from max-
help) setup. We consider a change of gap
and gap mask (number of tokens allowed to be
masked at each masking location) to explore a
less frequent and a more frequent masking, and
a change in the token length thresholds for mask-
ing tokens. Remarkably, the average BLANC-help
value drops in each case for all four datasets in a
similar manner. The token length thresholds have
almost no influence, making a drop just a few per-
cents. Change in frequency of masking has a larger
effect, leading to a drop 10%-20%.

Figure 4: Drop of mean BLANC-help value when pa-
rameters differ from optimal. The drop is shown as a
fraction of the optimal mean BLANC value. The sum-
maries probed are: CNN and DM (from the CNN/Daily
Mail dataset), Top and Rand (first two sentences and
random two sentences from random news articles). The
parameters probed are: ’gap 3/1’ is gap = 3 and
gap mask = 1; ’gap 3/2’ is gap = 3 and gap mask =
2; ’toks-normal 5’ is Lnormal = 5; ’toks-lead 2’ is
Llead = 2; ’toks-follow 2’ is Lfollow = 2.

For BLANC-tune family, similar to BLANC-
help, the max-help optimal setup is the same for all
four datasets: gap = 3; number of tokens allowed
to be masked at each masking location for infer-
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ence gap mask = 2; for tuning gaptune = 4 and
gap masktune = 3; Lnormal = 6; Llead = 1;
Lfollow = 1; probability of replacement of a
masked token by another random token at tuning
preplace = 0.

Probability preplace = 0 differs from the value
0.1 used in the standard BERT training, but preplace
has only weak influence on the BLANC-tune. Fig-
ure 5 shows a few examples of changes of the setup,
which illustrate that the optimal measure remains
optimal across all four datasets.

Figure 5: Drop of mean BLANC-tune value when pa-
rameters differ from optimal. The drop is shown as a
fraction of the optimal mean BLANC value. The sum-
maries probed are: CNN and DM (from the CNN/Daily
Mail dataset), Top and Rand (first two sentences and
random two sentences from random news articles). The
parameters probed are: ’gap-infer 2/1’ is gap = 2 and
gap mask = 1; ’gap-tune 2/1’ is gaptune = 2 and
gap masktune = 1; ’p-replace 0.1’ is preplace = 0.1;
’toks-normal 4’ is Lnormal = 4; ’tune-rand’ is making
tokens masking random rather than even at tuning.

The demonstrated evidence for robustness sug-
gests that in finding an optimal measure we do
not need even human summaries: we can apply the
max-help criterion utilizing random sentences from
the texts.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we critically reviewed the assumption
that maximal correlation with human scores defines
the best evaluation measure for summarization; we
provided observations supporting our scepticism.
Using good interpretability of BLANC evaluation
measure, we provided examples of both illegitimate
’improvement’ and legitimate improvement of the
correlation of BLANC scores with human scores.

We stated the motivation for an alternative crite-
rion for choosing an optimal summary evaluation

measure: the maximal average extracted useful-
ness of summary. We provided evidence that the
criterion is robust across very different kinds of
summaries, including such ’summaries’ as first sen-
tences or random sentences of the text. This means
that the criterion can be applied without the need
of human summaries.

While in this work we used BLANC, we think
that similar observations and the same conclusions
could be made using a question-answering based
evaluation measure.
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Figure 6: Example of a summary with a wide coverage (left) and a narrow coverage (right). Both summaries are
supposed to cover first four paragraphs of ’Harry Potter And the Sorcerer’s Stone’ by J.K.Rowling.

Figure 7: Example of a summary with a wide coverage (left) and a narrow coverage (right). Both summaries are
supposed to cover the same text taken from CNN/Daily Mail dataset. The text is shown in Figure 8.

BLANC wide narrow
Original 0.244 0.218
Limited n=4 0.539 0.584
Limited n=3 0.563 0.652
Limited n=2 0.594 0.778

Table 1: Scores of BLANC versions for wide and
narrow coverage summaries of Figure 6. Top row is
the original BLANC. Lower rows are for falsely ’im-
proved’ BLANC with selection of n top text sentences,
as described in Section 2.

the second summary concentrates on the attitude
of the Dursleys to the Potters, and does not provide
any other information.

In Figure 7 we again provide two summaries,
this time we wrote them for the text shown in Fig-
ure 8, taken from SummEval dataset (Fabbri et al.,
2020). Again, as shown in Table 2, the original
BLANC gives higher score to the overall more
useful wide-coverage summary. The falsely ’im-
proved’ limited-text BLANC gives higher score to
the narrow-coverage summary which focuses only
on information about Antonio Inoki and ignores

BLANC wide narrow
Original 0.159 0.134
Limited n=4 0.327 0.433
Limited n=3 0.365 0.516
Limited n=2 0.428 0.536

Table 2: Scores of BLANC versions for wide and
narrow coverage summaries of Figure 7. Top row is
the original BLANC. Lower rows are for falsely ’im-
proved’ BLANC with selection of n top text sentences,
as described in Section 2.

his query in the parliament.
The scores by the limited-text BLANC are

higher than the scores by the original BLANC.
The reason is that only text sentences with high-
est scores are selected, and the less the number of
the sentences, the higher is the average score. Nat-
urally, for the wide-coverage summary the score
increase is not as great as for the narrow-coverage
summary.
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Figure 8: Example of text from SummEval dataset.


